
Object Shaper is a development company specializing in Windows 8, Windows Phone 8, and 

ASP.NET applications. Their latest development, MoBu, is a personal finance application that 

allows you to not only track your expenses and income, but also to fully analyze your finances.

Essential Studio provided Object Shaper with more than 400 controls and Syncfusion’s technical 

support allowed them to get immediate assistance and complete their project quickly. The devel-

opers at Object Shaper found the Excel file manipulation controls and chart functions were an 

integral part of creating their product. The WPF platform allowed them to load and save applica-

tion translations from Excel files, as well as introduce Excel export. 

These functionalities within the application allow users to create analyses and reporting charts and 

tables and export the files on their budgets, expenditures, asset management, savings, and more.

Object Shaper Makes Personal Finance 
Management Mobile with WPF

The Solution

Object Shaper set out to create an application that is intuitive and easy for customers to use. Some 

of their goals for the application included:

The Challenge

Seamless integration of code across several application platforms.

Attractive and functional charts.

The ability to export Excel files.
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Syncfusion’s components and controls enabled Object Shaper to use the same code for their 

charts on both the Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 applications, saving time and expenses. 

The Windows 8 application for MoBu is available in the Windows Store now. Upcoming plans 

include releasing Windows Phone 8 app as well as developing MoBu applications for the iPad and 

iPhone with a .NET abstraction for iOS. 

The Results

Top benefits of using Syncfusion included:

Attractive
license price

Quick and
efficient support

Saved one month
in development time
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